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ABSTRACT
The emergence of wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) is an evolutionary step for wireless sensor networks as audio
and visual sensors are integrated into wireless sensor nodes. WMSNs involve a lot of requirements such as energy consumption,
QoS requirements, high bandwidth demand in addition to achieve security requirement, so the protocols designed for wireless
multimedia sensor network should be aware of the resource constraints nature of WSN and multimedia transmission
requirement . In our paper we have discussed the essential geographic routing protocols which have been used in WMSN. After
that we have simulated one of those protocols and built GUI to simulate sensor nods by using MATLAB and how they
exchange secure routing information, then we have compared between some proposed algorithms in secure routing field. In our
study, we takes into account some essential parameters in these networks such as delay and secure routing level. At the end, we
have determined the ideal algorithm that satisfies required conditions and present the appropriate proposals to eliminate delay
according to the results.
Keywords:-Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN), Geographic Routing, Secure Routing (SecuTPGF) protocol,
Processing Unit.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) are a
newly developed type of sensor network which [1] has the
sensor nodes equipped with cameras, microphones, and other
sensors producing multimedia data content [2-3].
WMSN enhances existing WSN applications and enables a
new large range of applications, like multimedia surveillance,
traffic management, automated assistance, environmental
monitoring, and industrial process control [4].
WMSN requirements impose more challenge and resource
constraints to the routing protocol design, involve energy
consumption [5], QoS requirements, multimedia coding
techniques, high bandwidth demand in addition to achieve
security requirement in WMSN [6-7], these mentioned
challenges open many research issues and future research
directions to develop protocols to maximize the network
lifetime while satisfying the quality of service requirements of
the various applications.
Various routing protocols are proposed for WMSN such as
geographic routing protocols that are the most convenient
protocols for these networks. They use position information
for making packet forwarding decisions and they do not need
to exchange and maintain routing information [8], each node
is aware of its geographic positing and uses packet’s
destination address as a geographic position to perform
routing and forwarding decision [9], some of these protocols
have focused on the basic challenges such as resource
constraints that involve energy consumption, QoS
requirements, and others have focused on secure routing
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issues which form an important point especially when we use
these networks in environmental monitoring and military
applications. The rest of this paper is organized as follow. To
make this paper self readable we expose in section II the
essential geographic routing protocols such as GPSR,
GEAMS,TPGF and SecuTPGF.
In section III, we present configuration and general guidelines
to simulate TPGF protocol, and build a Guide User Interfaces
GUI to simulate sensor nods and study how they exchange
secure routing information.
In section IV, the simulation and performance evaluation will
be presented. Section V will conclude this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
A. GPSR
The GPSR (Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing) [10] was
originally designed for MANETs but rapidly adapted for
WSNs. The GPSR algorithm relies on the correspondence
between the geographic location of nodes and the connectivity
within the network by using the location position of nodes to
forward a packet. Given the geographic coordinates of the
destination node, the GPSR algorithm forwards a packet to
destination using only one single hop location information. It
assumes that each node knows its geographic location and
geographic information about its direct neighbours.

B. GEAMS
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GEAMS is a new geographical routing protocol namely
(Geographic Energy-Aware Multipath Stream-based) [11] that
routes information based on GPSR functionalities (Greedy
Forwarding and Perimeter Forwarding) while maintaining
local-knowledge for delivering this information on multipath
basis.
The GEAMS routing protocol can be seen as an enhancement
of the GPSR protocol to support the transmission of video
streams over wireless sensor networks. The main idea is to
add a load-balancing feature to GPSR in order to increase the
lifetime of the network and to reduce the queue size of the
most used nodes. In fact, routing with GPSR will always
choose the same path (i.e. using the same node which is closer
to destination). This will rapidly cause the dying (dropping) of
the most used nodes. In GEAMS routing protocol, data
streams will be routed by different nodes, decisions are made
at each hop avoiding the algorithm to maintain a global
knowledge of the topology.

C. TPGF
TPGF (Two Phase geographical Greedy Forwarding) [12]
routing protocol is the first to introduce multipath concept in
wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) field.
This algorithm focuses in exploring and establishing the
maximum number of disjoint paths to the destination in terms
of minimization of the path length, the end-to-end
transmission delay and the energy consumption of the nodes.
The first phase of the algorithm explores the possible paths to
the destination.
A path to a destination is investigated by labeling neighbours
nodes until the base station. During this phase, a step back and
mark is used to bypass voids and loops until successfully a
sensor node finds a next-hop node which has a routing path to
the base station [13].

Fig 2: Path optimization in TPGF protocol

D. SecuTPGF
When sensor networks are deployed in a hostile
environment, security becomes extremely important due to
lack of tamper-resistant infrastructure and the insecure nature
of wireless communication channels, Thus, when TPGF is
used in WMSNs for transmitting multimedia streaming data, it
should be devised in a way that it is resilient to security
attacks, since attacks at the networking layer (specifically
those against the routing protocols) can disrupt the whole
network operation, so the SecuTPGF [14] is a modified
version of TPGF that applies Identity-Based Non-Interactive
Key Distribution Scheme (IDNIKDS) [15], which provides
both node authentication and symmetric key establishment
[16].
In SecuTPGF, we mainly secure the neighbour discovery and
route discovery. Securing neighbour discovery prevents
malicious nodes from joining the WSN and hence nodes
establish a neighbour table free of malicious nodes.
Securing route discovery authenticates the intermediate nodes
involved in the routing path. SecuTPGF protocol provides the
following functions:1) Prevent outside adversaries from
joining the network; 2) Limit the impact of insider attack in a
localized area; 3) Partially detect insider attack and avoided
from the network; 4) Authenticate control messages
exchanged between nodes.

E. Discussion
We can summarize the basic parameters which have been
taken into account in geographic routing protocol such as
energy consumption, delay, secure routing and hole bypassing
in the following table:
Table 1 The essential parameters which have been focused in geographic
routing protocols.
Fig 1: Block situation in TPGF protocol

The second phase is responsible for optimizing the discovered
routing paths with the shortest transmission distance (i.e.
choosing a path with least number of hops to reach the
destination). The TPGF algorithm can be executed repeatedly
to look for multiple node disjoint-paths.
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III. CONFIGURATION AND GENERAL
GUIDELINES
Through our study to geographic routing protocol, we have
found that they take into account the essential requirements
from energy consumption and QoS requirement to secure
routing, so we can classify our work under these points:

open source sensor network simulator on the Source-Forge
[18-19]. Currently, it has been implemented with more than
80 java classes and more than 11,000 Java lines source codes
,we will execute that through these mentioned proposals in
this table :
Table 2 General proposals through the simulation of TPGF
protocol

A. Simulation TPGF Protocol through NetTopo
We aim to evaluate TPGF protocol and show the routing
phases [17] in it by using NetTopo which is released as an
Sensor network

Hole

Transmission
Radiu
location of sink
node
Number of source
node
Sensor node
energy
Expected lifetime
of sensor network
Maximum
physically allowed
transmission
radius MTR
Agorithm for
simulation
TPGF routing path
topology

Seed
Node Number
Deploy Network
Hole1
Radiu of Hole
LocationX
LocationY
Hole2
Radiu of Hole
LocationX
LocationY
Hole 3
Radiu of Hole
LocationX
LocationY
Hole 4
Radiu of Hole
LocationX
LocationY
Hole 5
Radiu of Hole
LocationX
LocationY

17
399
500*500
70
250
500
70
250
400
70
250
300
70
250
200
70
250
140
60
Corner
location
1
36
2
60

Minimize
Delay

B. Simulation of Two Nodes from the Routing Path at
the Level of Microprocessors of These Nodes








We will design GUI to simulate two nodes A,B
from one of the routing paths in the network at the
microprocessor level of each node using Matlab
[20], we supposes that we study the network after
applying a routing protocol on it such as TPGF.
We will focus in our study on information related to
the secure routing algorithms which is used to
achieve secure routing in wireless multimedia
sensor networks.
We will study two secure routing algorithm, the
first one is the secure routing algorithm that have
applied in SecuTPGF, and the second one is
(Authentication scheme between two individual
sensor nodes) algorithm, after that, we will apply
these algorithms on our GUI after converting it to
assembly instructions.
Finally, we will compare between them in secure
level and delay where delay is the most important
factor in QoS parameters in WMSN especially
when we used it in military applications and real
time application.

B.1 The First Secure Routing Algorithm That We Will
Apply on Our Designed GUI : Authentication Scheme
Between Two Individual Sensor Nodes[18]
When a sensor node wants to communicate with another
sensor node, they need to be authenticated with each other,
first, it is assumed that no key information will be stored in
individual sensor nodes; instead, every key information will
be stored at a high-end sensor node i.e. the master node. By
protecting only that master node, we can make the entire
sensor network secure. This Figure explain the steps of this
secure routing algorithm:

NOP (for non-optimal
routing path)
OP (for optimal routing
path)

Whole network
connection
topology
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Fig 3: Authentication procedure
B.2 The Second Secure Routing Algorithm That We Will
Apply on Our Designed GUI
We can explain the steps of secure routing algorithm which
is used in SecuTPGF in this Figure:

Fig.

5

Steps of MD5 hash function

We will define a set of values during calculation of MD5 loop
as shown in this table:
Table 3: Parameter of MD5 hash function loop
Values of Node A
S data
ki

55146;42104;59591;46934;9248;28891;49597;52974;6
2844;4015;18811;50730;43056;17939;64838;38145;27
008;39128;35652;63407;65535;23473;35164;55230;27
536;4386;64920;29075;42617;17294;18868;2081;6300
6;9570;49261;45888;9822;23121;59830;51114;54831;4
189;580;5203;55457;59009;59347;64456;8673;52710;4
9975;2006;62677;3463;17754;5357;93491;59653;6475
1;41976;26479;729;36138;19594;65530;14658;34673;6
3105;28061;24866;64997;14348;24174;59972;19422;5
3161;63163;19296;48831;48240;10395;32454;60065;1
0234;54511;12421;1160;7429;55764;53305;59099;393
97;8098;31992;50348;22117;62505;8772;17194;65431;
43924;9127;64659;41017;25947;22979;32620;52370;6
5519;62589;34180;24017;28584;32335;65068;59104;4
1729;17172;19976;45153;63315;32386;48442;62005;1
0967;53947;60294;54161;

Si

7;12;17;22;7;12;17;22;7;12;17;22;7;12;17;21;5;9;14;20
;5;9;14;20;5;9;14;20;5;9;14;20;4;11;16;23;4;11;16;23;4
;11;16;23;4;11;16;23;6;10;15;21;6;10;15;21;6;10;15;21
;6;10;15;21.

K1

129.

IDA

235.

Fig. 4 Secure routing algorithm which is used in
SecuTPGF

C. Using of MD5 Hash Function and Elliptic Curve
Points During the Simulation
C.1 MD5 Hash Function
During our simulation, we will apply MD5 function as a
hash function through the calculation of Message
Authentication Code MAC as shown in the figure below.
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Initial
MAC
values

8961; 26437; 43913; 61389;
56574; 39089; 21622; 4146.

Nonce
A

31; 301; 251; 77; 513.
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C.2 Generation of Elliptic Curve Points
We can use the mathematical equations shown in the
figure below to generate elliptic curve points that we use to
great keys in SecuTPGF

Fig. 6 Point addition relationship in elliptic curve

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 8 Path optimization phase

A. Simulation of TPGF Protocol
Hence we can notice the mechanism of path circle
elimination, and then how it limits the distance inside the
route path.

Fig. 7 Explains hole bypassing operation in TPGF protocol.

Fig. 9 TPGF protocol for another path
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Fig. 10 GPSR protocol
GPSR is the essential protocol in geographic routing where
other protocols have improved depending on it.
We can notice the great improvement in the building of the
routing paths inside TPGF protocol in compare with this
protocol.

Fig. 12. The designed Graphical User Interface GUI.
We can explain the Graphical User Interface GUI work by the
following table which illustrates components that have been
mentioned by pointer numbers in GUI
Table 4: Explain the GUI Work.

Pointer
number

Name/Type of
the Element

1

(listbox1)

2

(listbox2)

Fig. 11 Relationship Between Average Path Number And the
Number of Nodes for Different transmission radius Values.

3

Op code
(pushbutton10)

We can notice the increase of average path number in TPGF
with the increase of node numbers in the network for different
values of transmission radius

4

reg as op1
(pushbutton2)
reg as op2
(pushbutton4)

B. Simulation of Two Nodes from the Routing Path at
the Level of Microprocessors of These Nodes
The GUI that we have designed by using Matlab enables us
to compare between secure routing algorithms in the studied
network after converting it to assembly instruction sets, we
can compare between them in consumed delay of each
algorithm in addition to secure level.
Figure 12 explains the designed GUI by using pointers .

5

6

memory as op1
(pushbutton3)

7

memory as op2
(pushbutton6)

8

op1 as
immediate
(pushbutton13)

9

op2 as
immediate
(pushbutton5)
(edit3)

10
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List of instruction that we
use during converting
secure routing algorithms
to assembly instruction
List of registers that we
use during the execution
of the
instruction
Ability to choose the
instruction that we want to
use.
The first operand that we
want to use is a register
The second operand that
we want to use is a
register
The first operand that we
want to use is a memory
location.
The second operand that
we want to use is a
memory location.
The first operand that we
want to use is an
immediate value.
The second operand that
we want to use is an
immediate value.
Here we determine the
operands of the instruction
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11

Undo
( pushbutton11)

12

(listbox3)

13

(listbox6)

14

(listbox5)

15

(listbox4)

16

(listbox8)

17

(listbox7)

18

to microp1
memory
(pushbutton7)

19

to microp2
memory
(pushbutton8)

20

to m1 m2
(pushbutton22)

21

22

23

change
instruction in
mp1
(pushbutton16)
change
instruction in
mp2
(pushbutton17)
(edit5)

24

start from
instruction
num1
(pushbutton18)

25

start from
instruction
num2
(pushbutton26)

26

(edit6)

27

dec to binary1
(pushbutton23)
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in its final format before
sending it to the program
memory related to the
nodes.
Undo
the
written
instruction if we decide to
cancel it and rewrite
another one.
Program memory of the
first node
Memory locations of the
first node
Register values of the first
node
Program memory of the
second node
Memory locations of the
second node
Register values of the
second node
To send the instruction to
the program memory of
the
first node.
To send the instruction to
the program memory of
the
second node.
To send the instruction to
the program memory of
the
first and second node at
the same time.
Ability to change the
instruction inside the
program memory of the
first node.
Ability to change the
instruction inside the
program memory of the
second node.
The number of the
instruction that we want to
change in the program
memory of the first and
second nodes
The ability to begin the
execution
from
a
determined number in the
program memory of the
first node.
The ability to begin the
execution
from
a
determined number in the
program memory of the
second node.
The number of the
instruction
that
the
execution will be start in
the program
memory

28

dec to binary2
(pushbutton24)

29

Show
(pushbutton25)

30

edit17

31

edit16

32

edit19

33

edit18

34

edit21

35

edit20

36

edit 22

37

listbox9

38

listbox10

39

simple security
using MD5
(pushbutton29)
elliptic
(pushbutton28)

40

41

execute step
(pushbutton12)

stored
in the memory
location of the first node
in binary and decimal
format .
When we push this button,
we see the value which is
Stored in the memory
location of the second
node in binary and
decimal format .
When we push this button,
we can analyze
the
instruction that we execute
in the same moment.
The type the first operand
in
the
executed
instruction.
The value of the first
operand
before
the
execution
of
the
instruction.
The type the second
operand in the executed
instruction.
The value of the second
operand
before
the
execution
of
the
instruction.
. The type of the operand
that the result is stored in
it
The
result
of
the
instruction execution
The type of the executed
instruction.
Interface card1 of the first
node.
Interface card1 of the first
node.
Instructions which is
related to the first secure
routing algorithm.
Instructions which is
related to the second
secure routing algorithm
When we push this button,
the execution of the
instruction will be start
step by step.

B.1 Simulation (Authentication Scheme Between Two
Individual Sensor Nodes) Algorithm After Applying it on
the Designed GUI
We show in the next figure the memory location values
during execution the algorithm:

When we push this button,
we see the value which is
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Fig. 13. Memory location values during execution the first
algorithm

Fig. 14. Initial values when applying the first algorithm
before execution
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Fig. 15. Calculated MAC values

Fig. 16. Message after convert it to 8 bit values for sending
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We can see
through the
pointers the
clock values
for
each
node:
Number
of
clocks in the
first
node:
1320991
clock.
Number
of
clocks in the second node: 5255 clock.
In the same way we can simulate the rest of steps using MD5
hash function , so the final clock number of each node:
The final clock number in the first node:

5283964 + 1000 clock.

-

The final clock number in the second node:
Fig. 17. Values after receiving and reconstruction them

21020 + 1000 clock.

-

B.2 Simulation (SecuTPGF) Algorithm After Applying It on
the Designed GUI
To simplify the writing of the instruction in this algorithm,
we use simple hash function, at the end we can replace it with
MD5 hash function.
We show in the next figure the memory location values of
node A during execution the algorithm

Fig. 18. Values after the end of the execution
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Fig. 19. Memory Location Values of Node A,B During
Execution the Second Algorithm
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Fig. 20. Initial values when applying the second algorithm
before execution
Fig. 22. Values which is sent from B node after calculation
VB.

Fig. 21. Hello message which is sent from node A to node B
Fig. 23. Values After the End of the Execution.
We can see through the pointers the clock values for each
node:
Clock number in the first node: 5500 clock.
Clock number in the second node: 2799 clock.
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